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Introduction
Chairman Vitter, Ranking Member Shaheen, and members of the Committee: thank you for the
opportunity to testify today.
My name is John Lettieri. I am the cofounder and senior director for policy and strategy at the
Economic Innovation Group (EIG). EIG is a bipartisan economic research and advocacy
organization dedicated to fostering a more dynamic and entrepreneurial American economy, so
we are particularly grateful for the Committee’s leadership in drawing attention to the challenges
facing America’s entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurship and the American Identity
Nothing is more integral to our nation’s cultural or economic identity than entrepreneurship.
Dating back to our founding, the United States has been a nation of entrepreneurs and pioneers
ready to challenge the incumbents and disrupt the established order.
However, as a nation we now face many of the same challenges that cripple and calcify
onceinnovative businesses: growing risk aversion, slowing growth rates, and broader
transformations that threaten our market position.
In short, the decline of U.S. economic dynamism is the fundamental challenge of our time, and
the decline of entrepreneurship is its central and most problematic feature.

The Challenge of Declining Dynamism
This decline has farreaching implications. Americans are far less likely to start a company today
than they were 30 years ago
—
far less likely to see starting a business as a pathway to realizing
the American Dream. This corresponds with a series of other interrelated trends that point to a
less dynamic future.
Americans today are also less likely to move to new areas of the country. They are less likely to
switch jobs. The average company is rapidly getting older. Industry sectors are seeing
widespread consolidation. Historically, the churn caused by a steady influx of new businesses
has acted as a kind of shock absorber for our economy. This is no longer the case. Even as the
global economy has undergone massive transformations driven by technology and
globalization, the U.S. economy is rapidly becoming less flexible, less able to adapt, and less
efficient at allocating resources
—
including its most precious resource: human capital.
These changes are 
felt most acutely in those parts of the country that have fallen behind and
are struggling to replace lost industries and millions of middle class jobs.
As a result, a rising
tide of geographic inequality separates millions of Americans from the economic gains of the
national recovery, as fewer areas than ever are carrying the bulk of overall U.S. economic
growth.
The consequences are dire. A less entrepreneurial America is one with increasingly limited
opportunities to realize the American Dream.
Today’s policymakers will decide if our economic future belongs to t
he incumbents, or if we will
instead renew the entrepreneurial spirit that has fueled American dynamism from the very
beginning.
Inherent Strengths
In spite of the challenges, the United States retains a unique mix of advantages that point to its
potential for an entrepreneurial comeback. W
e are home to the world’s leading university and
research system that has long served as a cradle for gamechanging innovations. We own the
majority share of global angel and venture capital. We are a magnet for the world’s top talent.
We have a historic tolerance for entrepreneurial risktaking. And the United States remains
home to the world’s most dynamic clusters of innovation. The right policy decisions and the right
leadership can help us rediscover the broader economic dynamism that defined our nation
throughout the 20th century.
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Trends
While there are many ways to assess the state of U.S. entrepreneurship, I would like to highlight
the six trends that I believe best encapsulate the magnitude of current challenges:
1. The rate at which the U.S. economy generates new firms is in longterm decline;
2. New business formation suffered an unprecedented collapse following the Great
Recession;
3. The geography of startup activity has become highly concentrated;
4. The economy is increasingly dominated by older incumbent firms;
5. Rates of entrepreneurship are declining with each generation; and
6. Highpotential startups are less likely than ever to succeed.
1. The new business formation rate is in longterm decline.
The U.S. economy has been

steadily getting less entrepreneurial for decades. From 1977 to 2013, startups as a share of all
firms fell from 16.5 percent to 8.0 percent, while the share of the workforce employed in new
firms fell from 5.7 percent to 2.0 percent.1 The decline is pervasive across states and across
sectors, including high tech.2
Figure 1. Share of New Firms As Percent of Total Firms

Source: Census Bureau Business Dynamics Statistics; new firms defined as those less than one year old
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EIG analysis of U.S. Census Bureau Business Dynamics Statistics data.
John Haltiwanger, Ian Hathaway and Javier Miranda,”
Declining Business Dynamism in the U.S.
HighTechnology Sector
” (Kansas City, MO: The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2014).
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Figure 2. Share of U.S. Employment in Startups

Source: Census Bureau Business Dynamics Statistics; startups defined as firms less than one year old

2)
New business formation suffered an unprecedented collapse following the Great

Recession. 
EIG’s recent report, “
The New Map of Economic Growth and Recovery
,” found a
startling collapse in new business formation, starting with the Great Recession. Beginning in
2009, the total number of firms in the economy actually fell for three consecutive years. This is
unprecedented; even during prior recessions the economy produced tens of thousands of new
companies on net. In 2013, the most recent year for which data is available, the number of firms
in the U.S. economy increased by fewer than 6,000—a paltry sum compared to the average of
over 101,000 new firms added annually between 2000 to 2007.
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Figure 3. Net Annual Change in Total Number of Firms

Source: EIG’s “The New Map of Economic Growth and Recovery”

The comparison to previous recovery periods is particularly stark. In each of the five year
periods following both the 1991 and 2001 recessions, the U.S. economy added over 400,000
net new business establishments—physical places of business that serve as tangible signs of
recovery for their communities.3 But from 2010 to 2014, the net increase was an anemic
166,500. Had the number of establishments increased at the same rate as in the 1990s, the
United States would have seen nearly 500,000 new establishments open in communities across
the country. The Great Recession has left a lost generation of new enterprise in its wake, the
effects of which will be felt for years to come.
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This section begins to report trends in business establishments, which are distinct from firms or companies.
Establishments are single physical locations with employees and owned by firms where business is
conducted or services or operations are performed. Firms, meanwhile, are the corporate entities that own
establishments and employ workers. In 2013, new firms (startups) accounted for 60 percent of all new
establishments and 68 percent of all new establishments belonged to firms aged 5 and under.
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Figure 4. Net Change in Business Establishments Over Initial Recovery Years

Source: EIG’s “The New Map of Economic Growth and Recovery”

3) The geography of startup activity has become highly concentrated.
EIG’s “New Map”
report shows that the geography of new business formation was highly concentrated in a few
elite hubs following the Great Recession. Half of the entire net rise in business establishments
in the United States from 2010 to 2014 was contained in only 20 counties—despite the fact they
were home to only 17 percent of the nation’s population.4 Furthermore, 17 of these 20
superperforming counties were found in just four states: California, Florida, New York, and
Texas.
Figure 5. Map of Counties Accounting for Half of 2010s Recovery Establishment Growth

4

Economic Innovation Group, “
The New Map of Economic Growth and Recovery
” (Washington: 2016).
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This pattern stands in stark contrast to past recoveries, which saw much more broadly
dispersed new business growth. For example, from 1992 to 1996, more than s
ix times
as many
counties combined to generate the same proportion of the nation’s cohort of new businesses:
125 counties dispersed throughout the country and housing 32 percent of the population.
Figure 6. Map of Counties Accounting for Half of 1990s Recovery Establishment Growth

This extreme concentration of new business activity signals the difficulty wouldbe
entrepreneurs experience in incubating and growing new businesses outside of the elite hubs
where capital, networks, and other assets are abundant. Entrepreneurs are clustering in
highcost, highdensity areas of the country—areas that present high barriers to entry for
lowerincome Americans. This feeds a cycle that further segregates entrepreneurs and the
businesses they start in select areas of the country.
Meanwhile, the number of counties that lost business establishments during the national
recovery has more than tripled since the 1990s. During the five years of nominal economic
recovery from 2010 to 2014, fully 59 percent of counties saw more businesses close than open.
In contrast, between 1992 and 1996, only 17 percent of counties suffered from a net loss in
business establishments.
The headwinds are particularly severe for small town and rural entrepreneurship. Consider that
small counties (those with less than 100,000 in population) generated the highest rates of new
business formation and nearly onethird of the net increase in U.S. businesses from 1992 to
1996. Since then, they have suffered an astonishing shift in fortune; on average, these counties
saw 
net negative
establishment growth in the recent national recovery period.
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Figure 7. Counties Experiencing Net Declines in Business Establishments, 20102014

4. The economy is becoming dominated by older incumbent firms. 
The declining share of
startups in the economy has occurred alongside an aging of the private sector, with workers
increasingly likely to work at old and large firms.5 
This matters because, as Robert Litan and Ian
Hathaway note in their 2014 paper, older firms are less dynamic than younger ones, and an
economy dominated by older firms is one that may be less likely to achieve consistently strong
rates of growth.
Between 1993 and 2013, the share of firms in the economy aged 16 and over
increased by 12 percentage points, while the share of the workforce employed in such firms
rose from 62 percent to 73 percent over the same period. In 2006, the country passed a
landmark: for the first time in history, a majority of the workforce was employed in firms with at
least 500 workers. That number has continued to rise ever since.6
5. Millennials are on track to be the least entrepreneurial generation in recent history.7
These macrotrends have a generational dimension as well. According to a new Small Business
Administration report, Millennials are the least entrepreneurial generation in recent history.8 At
age 30, less than four percent of Millennials reported selfemployment as their primary job,
compared to 5.4 percent at that age for Generation Xers and 6.7 percent for Baby Boomers.
Similarly, a
Wall Street Journal

analysis
of Federal Reserve data found that the share of
households headed by someone under 30 with a stake in or ownership of a private business
Ian Hathaway and Robert Litan, “
The Other Aging of America: The Increasing Dominance of Older Firms
”
(Washington: The Brookings Institution, 2014).
6
EIG analysis of U.S. Census Bureau Business Dynamics Statistics Firm Size Data.
7
A forthcoming survey by EIG and Ernst & Young will include substantial focus on the Millennial
generation’s relationship to the entrepreneurial economy, the results of which we will provide to this
committee when finalized.
8
Daniel Wilmoth, “
The Missing Millennial Entrepreneurs
” (Washington: Small Business Administration,
2016).
5
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has fallen from over 10 percent in 1989 to 3.6 percent in 2013.9 Furthermore, research by the
Kauffman Foundation shows that young people were responsible for half the share of startup
launches in 2014 as they were in 1996.10 Although these are clearly signs of a generational
decline, it is important to remember that Millennials have yet to hit 40, the peak age for
launching a startup.11
Figure 8. Age and Recent SelfEmployment by Generation

Source: Chart copied from Small Business Administration report “The Missing Millennial Entrepreneurs”

6. Highpotential startups may be less likely than ever to succeed.
Recent research from

MIT adds another dimension to the picture: even today’s highest quality startups may be having
more difficulty scaling to high growth than their predecessors.
Highgrowth startups, while always an extreme minority of the total pool of new businesses, are
important because of their outsized role in job creation and disruptive innovation. Using a novel
methodology, the MIT researchers found that a highpotential startup founded in 1996 was four
times more likely to experience a growth event (e.g., IPO or acquisition) within six years than a
startup founded in 2005.12 Even as the Great Recession fades, there is reason to worry that the
country’s entrepreneurial ecosystem remains far less conducive to growth than it was in the
1990s. In other words, we’re getting fewer Amazons and Apples for every Jeff Bezos and Steve
Ruth Simon and Caelainn Barr, “
Endangered Species: Young U.S. Entrepreneurs
,” 
The Wall Street
Journal
, January 2, 2015.
10
Leigh Buchanan, “
American Entrepreneurship Is Actually Vanishing. Here’s Why
,” 
Inc Magazine
, May
2015.
11
Vivek Wadhwa, et al., “
Anatomy of an Entrepreneur: Family Background and Motivations
” (Kansas City,
MO: Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2009).
12
Catherine Fazio, Jorge Guzman, Fiona Murray and Scott Stern, “
A New View of the Skew: A Quantitative
Assessment of the Quality of American Entrepreneurship
” (Cambridge, MA: MIT Innovation Initiative, 2016).
9
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Jobs today, which has widespread implications for future U.S. job creation, innovation, and
productivity gains.13

Consequences of Declining Entrepreneurship
What are the consequences? Many of our biggest concerns today are not isolated conditions
but in fact symptoms of this deeper malaise in entrepreneurship. Let’s explore some of the
biggest consequences of the startup slowdown in turn:
●

Less innovation.
New businesses are disproportionately likely to introduce radical new
product and process innovations that disrupt industries and established interests.14 As
new entrants into the market, startups have the ability to pursue new ideas and seize
upon new knowledge in a way that older, more riskaverse firms avoid.15 Startups also
form a critical link in the nation’s more formal innovation ecosystem. Many are born from
the commercialization of technologies developed in universities—the primary channel
through which the federal government funds innovation.16 Without vibrant
entrepreneurship, much of this federal investment will never realize its market potential.

●

Less competition.
Fewer new firms entering the market has already allowed for

increasing consolidation within industries, lower rates of corporate investment, and
increasing returns to incumbency. A recent evaluation by T
he Economist q
uantifies the
increasing market concentration across today’s economy. Their analysis found that
twothirds of all industry sectors became more concentrated between 1997 and 2012,
with the top four firms in each sector capturing an increasing share of total revenue.17
Without healthy competition, incumbents have less of a reason to innovate and more
ability to raise prices. In a less competitive economy, the fruits of economic growth that
should be returned to workers and consumers instead become rents enjoyed by
incumbents.

●

Lower productivity.

GDP growth has been stuck near 2.0 percent since 2005, and the
rate of productivity growth is projected to turn negative for the first time in more than

Ben Casselman, “
The Next Amazon (Or Apple, Or GE) Is Probably Failing Right Now
,” 
FiveThirtyEight
,
March 3, 2016.
14
Elena Huergo and Jordi Jaumandreu, “
How Does Profitability of Innovation Change with Firm Age?
”
Small
Business Economics
22 (3) (2004): 193207.
15
David Audretsch, Max Keilbach, and Erik Lehmann, 
Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth 
(Oxford:
Oxford Scholarship Online, 2006).
16
Seventy percent of all basic research in the United States is funded by the federal government and
conducted at colleges and universities. John Dearie and Courtney Gedulig, 
Where the Jobs Are:
Entrepreneurship and the Soul of the American Economy
(Wiley, 2013).
17
The authors found that the weighted average share of revenue accruing to the top four firms in each of
900 sectors across the entire economy rose from 26 percent to 32 percent from 1997 to 2012. “
Too Much of
a Good Thing
,” 
The Economist, M
arch 26, 2016.
13
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three decades in 2016.18 In the 85 years the Bureau of Economic Analysis has been
collecting data, the present is 
the only
10 year stretch in which annual GDP growth has
19
never hit 3 percent.
The fall off in new business formation is an underexplored potential explanation for why
the economy is producing less than it should for each hour worked—and why living
standards are stagnating as a result. Entrepreneurs are the driving force behind the
process of creative destruction that keeps the economy efficient, productive, and
advancing. As new businesses commercialize innovations and their business models
disrupt calcified industries and light fires under bloated firms, startups pressure the
economy to allocate its resources to their most valuable and efficient use.20
●

Greater inequality. 
As mentioned above, without robust competition profits will quickly
turn into rents and these rents will fuel inequality. Recent work from Jason Furman and
Peter Orszag documents how firms have enjoyed rapidlyrising returns on capital in
industries that have become more concentrated.21 They show that this 
intra
industry
inequality has been a major contributor to rising income inequality among workers. In
other words, the weakening of competition, which can be directly tied to the decline in
startups (challengers), is responsible for a significant portion of the increase in inequality
in the United States. Economic theory suggests that new companies should enter the
market to compete away these supernormal profits, but that is not happening.
At the same time, there are rising concerns that entrepreneurship is becoming the
province of the wealthy.22 The Center for American Progress has found that the wealth
gap between the entrepreneurial class and the middle class is expanding.23 As
entrepreneurship grows farther out of reach for middle income Americans, it loses its
promise as a path to opportunity; instead it becomes a luxury good. A recent Harvard
Business School survey of alumni expresses the concern: “entrepreneurship might
become a source of prosperity but not shared prosperity in the United States.”24

Analysis of Conference Board data by Sam Fleming and Chris Giles, “
U.S. Productivity Growth Slips for
First Time in Three Decades
,” 
Financial Times
, May 26, 2016. The Bureau of Labor Statistics’ multifactor
productivity growth measure confirms the downward trajectory, with productivity increasing by a meager 0.2
percent in 2015.
19
Terence P. Jeffrey, “
U.S. Has Record 10th Straight Year Without 3% Growth in GDP
”, 
CNSNews
,
February 26, 2016.
20
Chad Syverson, “
What Determines Productivity?
”
Journal of Economic Literature
49 (2) (2011): 326365.
21
Jason Furman and Peter Orszag, “
A FirmLevel Perspective on the Role of Rents in the Rise in
Inequality.
” Presentation at Columbia University. October 16, 2015.
22
Gillian White, “
Entrepreneurship: Increasingly, the Province of the Wealthy
,” 
The Atlantic
, September 9,
2015.
23
Adam Hersh and Jennifer Erickson, “
1 Million Missing Entrepreneurs
” (Washington: Center for American
Progress, 2015).
24
Jan Rivkin, Karen Mills, and Michael Porter, “
The Challenge of Shared Prosperity
” (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Business School, 2015).
18
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●

Fewer job opportunities.
New firm starts are responsible for the vast majority of the

economy’s 
net
job growth in any given year and about onefifth of gross job growth.25 A
decline in new firm starts translates into fewer job opportunities and lower rates of
turnover in the labor market.
The negative effects of this reduced dynamism hit disadvantaged populations hardest.
The demand for labor from new and growing firms (incumbent firms shed jobs on net in
most years) is especially important for young, less educated, and marginally attached
workers who can only get ahead and start to establish a career trajectory when labor
markets are tight.26
Similarly, new firms’ demand for labor puts pressure on existing firms
to raise wages. Wages have stagnated alongside the decline in entrepreneurship and
especially during the recovery, and young people have struggled to find their footing in
the recovery’s weak labor market; the lack of young firms partially explains why.

●

Widening geographic disparities. T
he uneven geography of the collapse in new
business formation implies that large swathes of the country will soon contend with the
implications of a missing generation of new businesses—a missing generation of
employment providers, investors, and taxpayers. The few remaining startup hubs, for
their part, will reap disproportionate rewards as lone oases of capital and innovation.
Tellingly, 10 percent of all new worker earnings from 2010 to 2014 accrued to the 2.6
percent of the workforce that lives in California’s Bay Area, even though that ninecounty
region claimed only 3.8 percent of the nation’s job growth.27 Such disparities will stress
our political system and our nation’s social fabric more and more in the years ahead.28
EIG’s own 
Distressed Communities Index
found that net business establishment

closures were strongly correlated with other measures of economic distress, such as
poverty and worklessness.29 The number of business establishments is declining fastest
in the places with the highest levels of economic distress. Without rebuilding the base of
taxpayers and employment providers, communities will fall into disrepair and despair.
The crisis in Flint, MI, demonstrates very clearly the human cost of accepting vanishing
business activity from certain communities as inevitable.
In past eras, high rates of geographic mobility helped to balance divergences in
economic wellbeing across regions, as people readily moved to places with better

Ryan Decker, John Haltiwanger, Ron Jarmin, and Javier Miranda, “
The Role of Entrepreneurship in U.S.
Job Creation and Economic Dynamism
,” 
Journal of Economic Perspectives 
28 (3) (2014): 324. See also
Tim Kane, “
The Importance of Startups in Job Creation and Destruction
” (Kansas City, MO: The Ewing
Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2010).
26
Steven Davis and John Haltiwanger, “
Labor Market Fluidity and Economic Performance
.” Working Paper
No. 20479 (Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research, 2014).
27
EIG analysis of U.S. Census Bureau County Business Patterns data.
28
Brian Feldman, “
The Real Reason Middle America Should Be Angry
,” 
Washington Monthly
, Spring 2016
and Phillip Longman, “
Bloom and Bust
,” 
Washington Monthly
, Fall 2015.
29
Economic Innovation Group, “
The 2016 Distressed Communities Index
” (Washington: 2016).
25
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economic opportunities, high rates of entrepreneurship, and robust growth. Rates of
moving across states have fallen gradually since the 1960s and then rapidly since the
mid2000s; for 2014 to 2015, only 1.6 percent of the population moved between states.30
The most disadvantaged populations, for their part, are least likely to be able to pack up
and move to economic opportunity in expensive coastal cities—and entrepreneurship is
clearly retreating to prime locales. Derek Thompson of 
The Atlantic
has written on the
compelling links between housing policy, land use regulations, and the decline in labor
mobility.31 If only the wealthy can afford to move to opportunityrich locales, the country’s
most dynamic clusters cannot serve as engines of upward mobility. If entrepreneurship is
to fulfill its traditional role as a generator of prosperity, people must be able to not only
choose it for themselves but also access the employment opportunities it provides.

Causes of the Startup Slowdown
No matter how you look at it, U.S. entrepreneurship faces a crisis—one with farreaching
consequences. But why?
There are many fundamental questions still unanswered. The decline is so stark and so
relentless that it can’t be attributed to any single factor. Instead, it is likely that a multitude of
forces have conspired to sap the country of its entrepreneurial energy. Here I’d like to discuss
some of the most apparent potential causes.
Access to Capital
The most compelling partial explanations for the widespread collapse in new business formation
postrecession involve access to capital. This is perhaps not surprising, given that the recession
was precipitated by a financial crisis, which hit many of the primary sources of individuals’
startup capital the hardest.
●

Lending. 
Almost seven years into the recovery, total small business lending remains
down by a quarter relative to before the financial crisis.32 Community banks, a key
source of capital for new and small enterprises, are vanishing: one out of every four has
disappeared since 2008.33 Some of this reduction is due to consolidation within the
banking industry; larger, national banks have a lower propensity to make local small
business loans.34

30

EIG analysis of U.S. Census Bureau Current Population Survey data.
Derek Thompson, “
How America Lost its Mojo
,” 
The Atlantic,May 27, 2016.
32
EIG analysis of FDIC data.
33
“
The Geography of Community Banks
: FDIC Community Banking Survey” (Washington: Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, 2012).
34
Roisin McCord, Edward Prescott, and Tim Sablik, “
Explaining the Decline in the Number of Banks Since
the Great Recession
.” Economic Brief 1503 (Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, 2015).
31
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●

Housing Wealth. 
In addition to personal savings, housing wealth serves as a traditional
source of capital for entrepreneurs. Such wealth evaporated with the bursting of the
housing bubble and has been slow to come back in many regions. Forthcoming research
from Steven Davis and John Haltiwanger into the regional relationship between housing
market conditions and startups finds that fluctuations in home equity values have a
pronounced effect on the local rate of new business activity. This occurs via two
channels: the individual wealth effect and the proceeds from mortgage lending that
banks channel into business loans.35

●

Concentrated Risk Capital. 
Contributing to the geographically uneven nature of the
collapse in business formation is the spiky geography of risk capital. Venture capital, for
example, remains highly sequestered on the coasts. The top three states—California,
Massachusetts, and New York—received 78 percent of all investments in 2015,
according to the National Venture Capital Association. M
eanwhile, half of America’s 366
metro areas failed to capture even a single dollar of new venture investment.36 Recent
research further underscores the dominance of a select few cities in the economy’s
venture landscape. Consider the following juxtaposition: less than four percent of U.S.
zip codes receive any venture capital, but the top ten individual zip codes capture over a
fifth of the national total.37 This extreme concentration signals that, for the vast majority
of American communities, this important source of entrepreneurial funding is completely
inaccessible.
Although venture capital funds only a small segment of the entrepreneurial population, it
has an outsized economic impact. For one, its footprint coincides almost exactly with
geographic concentrations of the highpotential startups, making it inordinately important
for building new industry bases in regional economies.38 A recent study out of Stanford
University found that venturebacked companies account for 43 percent of U.S. public
companies founded since 1979 and 57 percent of that market capitalization. What is
more, they conduct 82 percent of public companies’ R&D.39

35

Steven Davis and John Haltiwanger, “Dynamism Diminished: The Role of Housing Markets and Credit
Conditions.” 
Forthcoming
.
36
Richard Florida, “
A Closer Look at the Geography of Venture Capital in the U.S
.” 
City Lab
, February 23,
2016.
37
Richard Florida and Karen King, “
Spiky Venture Capital: The Geography of Venture Capital Investment by
Metro and Zip Code
” (Toronto: Martin Prosperity Institute, 2016).
38
Arnobio Morelix, “
Three Facts You Probably Didn’t Know About Venture Capital and Entrepreneurship
,”
Growthology, a blog of the Kauffman Foundation,May 13, 2016 and Fazio et al., “A New View of the
Skew.”
39
Ilya Stebulaev and Will Gornall, “
How Much Does Venture Capital Drive the U.S. Economy,
”
Insights by
Stanford Business
, October 21, 2015.
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Regulatory Complexity
It’s no secret that small business owners face a daunting task in navigating our regulatory and
tax system. According to the World Bank’s 
Doing Business r
eport, the United States ranks 49th
out of 189 countries for the ease of starting a business, an abysmally low performance for a
country with our historical connection to entrepreneurship and innovation.40 The burden of
federal regulations on small businesses has been increasing—between 2008 and 2012, the
number of rules impacting small firms increased by 13 percent.41 Startups by definition do not
benefit from the economies of scale in compliance that incumbents with their large balance
sheets and teams of accountants, compliance officers, and inhouse counsels enjoy. There is
no question that the longterm decline in the startup rate corresponds with a steadily growing
regulatory and tax compliance burden, which has made the prospect of starting and scaling a
business more daunting over time.
Generational Factors
Some generationspecific factors may contribute to the pronounced absence of
entrepreneurship among Millennials. Again there is no smoking gun, but several intuitive
possibilities suggest themselves.42
●

Student Debt. 
For one thing, Millennials carry an evergrowing burden of student debt,
which limits both preferences and capacities for risktaking. Between 2004 and 2014,
there was an 89 percent increase in the number of student borrowers, as well as a 77
percent increase in the average balance size held by student borrowers.43 While only 30
percent of students took out loans to finance their education in the mid1990s, half of all
students borrowed during the 20132014 school year.44

●

Lower homeownership.
The rate of homeownership among Americans age 2534 has
fallen nearly 10 percentage points since 2004, meaning that fewer young people have,
or are building, equity against which they can borrow either now or in the future to launch
entrepreneurial ventures.45

●

Weaker economy and labor market.
Many Millennials found themselves entering the
labor market during the traumatic period of the Great Recession. Research has found

The World Bank Group, “
Doing Business 2016
.”
Clyde Wayne Crews, “
Small Business Regulations Surge Under Obama
,” 
Forbes
, February 6, 2013.
42
Andrew Yang, “
The Surprising Truth About Millennial Entrepreneurs: They’re Fewer Than Ever
,” 
Venture
for America blog
, September 1, 2015.
43
Andrew Haughwout, Donghoon Lee, Joelle Scally and Wilbert van der Klaauw, “
Student Loan Borrowing
and Repayment Trends, 2015
” (The Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 2015).
44
Council of Economic Advisers, “
15 Economic Facts about Millennials
” (Washington: The White House,
2014).
45
U.S. Census Bureau 
Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey
historical data for 25 to 34 year
olds.
40
41
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that macroeconomic conditions in young adulthood impact future financial behavior, and
that starting a career during a recession negatively impacts future earnings.46 Individuals
who start their careers during a recession can expect their earnings to be between 2.5
percent and 9 percent lower than otherwise for their first 15 years in the labor market.47
The impact of the Great Recession will thus have a lasting impact on Millennials
preference for risk and their financial ability to choose entrepreneurship down the road.

Policy Solutions
The complexity of the issues at hand requires a holistic rather than piecemeal approach.
Today’s decline in business dynamism transcends the purview of any single committee, branch
of government, or political party. Developing a coordinated, bipartisan approach is the only way
forward if we hope to implement effective policies.
While there are no easy solutions, I’d like to mention a handful of immediate priorities that
policymakers should begin to tackle:
●

Access to capital.
EIG is particularly focused on policies that democratize access to

capital, and here the federal government has a unique ability to effect change through
innovative, market driven incentives.
One example is the 
Investing in Opportunity Act (
S. 2868/H.R. 5082), which was
recently introduced by two members of this committee, Senators Scott (RSC) and
Booker (DNJ). This legislation proposes a novel way to encourage investment in
startups, small businesses, and other enterprises in capitalstarved communities. It is an
idea that advances many public policy goals at once: if we care about expanding
entrepreneurship, reducing geographic disparities, and rejuvenating distressed
communities, it makes sense to tackle them in concert. The
Investing in Opportunity Act
does so by encouraging collective action from investors who on their own would likely
lack the scale of capital, risk tolerance, or wherewithal to effectively deploy their
resources distressed areas. I believe this legislation could serve as a model for federal
engagement: providing a targeted incentive that corrects a market failure to generate
prosperity in U.S. communities.
Getting more people and regions participating in the growth of entrepreneurial activity is
a worthy goal for policymakers. As noted earlier, venture capital is highly concentrated;
state and federal policies should seek to facilitate more broadly dispersed deal flow.
Likewise, angel investors and crowdfunding platforms are key channels that allow capital
to flow into geographically underserved areas and to underserved demographic groups,
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and public policy should support these efforts and other innovative financing
mechanisms. But it took 
four years
from the passage of the JOBS Act in 2012 to get
crowdfunding regulations issued by the SEC, which is literally a lifetime for an
entrepreneurs trying to start or grow a business. While crowdfunding holds considerable
promise—some analysts expect the size of the market to surpass venture capital this
year—the market remains immature and its viability as a source of large scale financing
unproven (especially given the relatively cautious approach taken by the SEC)
.48
●

Policy Experimentation.
For a problem as urgent, complex, and important as this one,
policymakers should strive to stoke experimentation wherever possible. The federal
government, while not designed to move quickly on major issues, must be fundamentally
focused on setting a broadly favorable policy and regulatory landscape within which
states and cities have the flexibility to experiment as true laboratories of economic
innovation. Federal policies can also do far better at using prizes and pilot programs to
spur greater experimentation throughout government. New ideas may generate new
constituencies and upend the conventional wisdom of what’s politically possible.

●

Rules, regulations, and barriers to entry.
It is a nearly universally accepted truth that

the accumulation of rules and regulations in the economy not only discourages
companies for forming but also gives incumbent firms an advantage. There are
significant economies of scale to compliance, and the same regulation will impose a
relatively greater cost on a smaller firm. Many regulations have a clear public policy
purpose; their intent and merits are not my concern here. But any proposed rule or
regulation should be thoroughly evaluated for its effect on startups new firm formation in
particular. Many wellintentioned regulations will have unintended side effects that
contribute to the declining dynamism documented here.
For example, 
recent research from the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond found the
decline in community banks (a major source of capital for young firms and small
businesses in communities outside the traditional hubs) can mainly be attributed itself to
the unprecedented decline in new bank e
ntrants
, rather than an exceptional increase in
49
failures or acquisitions. One can presume that changes in the regulatory environment
in the financial industry have played a meaningful role in discouraging new community
banks from forming—or preventing them from being able to compete with far larger
ones. Indeed a recent Government Accountability Office report found that community
banks and credit unions are struggling to meet the requirements of new regulations and
reducing certain types of business lending in response.50
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●

Occupational Licensing.
The proliferation of unnecessarily onerous occupational
licensing represents a clear case in which vested interests have hijacked public policy to
protect themselves and close the door on outsiders aspiring to chart their own career
paths. The share of jobs in the economy requiring a license to practice rose from 5
percent in the 1950s to 29 percent by 2008.51 While licensing requirements make sense
for certain occupations, many act as anticompetitive barriers to entry with little public
policy justification. Relatively lowearning workers and wouldbe entrepreneurs in basic
services industries such as hairdressing or tourguiding bear the brunt of unnecessary
restrictions.52 Licensing also impedes geographic mobility—an important mechanism for
counteracting regional inequality—by preventing workers from transferring their skills to
more opportunityrich locales. This may be a contributing factor to the steep decline
since the mid2000s in long distance migration.
While occupational licensing is primarily in state legislatures’ jurisdictions, federal
agencies and bodies such as this committee can play a critical role in spotlighting
licensing abuses, exposing discrepancies across states, and encouraging harmonization
and reciprocity.

●

Better data.
Finally, we don’t actually know much about the problem yet and economists

are still establishing the facts. They need help with that, and the federal government is
uniquely positioned to provide the public good of data and information that can quantify
the magnitude and consequences of the trend. For example, we would remain totally
ignorant of this crisis were it not for federal investments in the Census Bureau’s
Business Dynamics Statistics program or the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ JOLTs (Job
Openings and Labor Turnover Survey) program. An increase in federal support for the
Census Bureau (particularly the Census Center for Economic Studies) and the IRS in
their collaborative data collection efforts is a necessary step to ensure access to relevant
data. In exchange for expanded funding, agencies should be required to make more of
their data public and do it in a more timely fashion.
Continuing to fund other sources of data collection that capture trends in our economy’s
dynamism, from the BLS’s contingent worker survey to the Panel Study of
Entrepreneurial Dynamics at the University of Michigan, should also be prioritized so that
policymakers have the facts they need to inform their responses to the troubling trends
at hand. In addition, a task force with representatives from across government,
academia, think tanks, and the private sector could be convened to expand and
modernize the federal government’s data collection enterprise for a 21st century
economy. The economy has transformed and so have the challenges facing us today.
The tools we use to understand the economy need to evolve too.
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Conclusion
The decline in entrepreneurship represents a national crisis requiring immediate, concentrated,
and coordinated attention. The full consequences of this development are not yet fully
understood and will only manifest themselves over time, but the longer we wait, the higher the
likelihood we burden the next generation with an economy fundamentally transformed
f
or the
worse.
We’ve arrived at another critical juncture in our history. In the wake of the Great Recession and
in the midst of our nascent recovery, we must recommit to fostering this country’s
entrepreneurial potential. If we succeed, we’ll begin making inroads against the many pressing
challenges confronting Americans in every state and community.
Thank you.
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